• A
' ' ' tkr^uQ»"r (1 il) for all transformations T = ||iiP!| belonging to a group r is said to be invariant under r-A set of tensors each of which is invariant under r and such that any tensor invariant under T is expressible as a linear combination of outer products of these tensors is said to form a tensor basis for r. A function W{x^, x2, The tensor basis and the integrity basis for N vectors has been obtained by Smith and Rivlin [1] for each of the groups associated with the various crystal classes with the exception of the gyroidal class whose Schoenflies, Hermann-Maguin and Schubnikov symbols are 0, 43 and f respectively. In this note, we fill this gap in the literature by deriving the tensor basis and the integrity basis for N vectors for the gyroidal class.
If an element I", (say) of the integrity basis is expressible as a polynomial in the remaining elements Ix , ■ ■ ■ , 7"_i , then 7m is said to be redundant. If none of the Ii , ■ ■ ■ , Im are redundant, the integrity basis is said to be irreducible. We shall show in a later paper [2] that none of the multilinear elements of the integrity basis are redundant.
Since the elements of the tensor basis are obtained directly from these multilinear invariants (see Sec. 3, Formula (3.1)), this will also imply the irreducibility of the tensor basis. Let L, LR denote the elements (2.7) of the integrity basis for N vectors which are multilinear in the first p, • • • , first q vectors respectively. Then, the tensor basis is given [6] by Ihe tensors
We shall employ the notation Ciiklm = 23 ^1 i ^li 5u(52( 53m 8;tl S2m) , Similarly there are only seven distinct tensors arising from upon permutation of the subscripts due to the symmetry of <t>ntimnp in the first six subscripts. Only six of these seven tensors are independent since *fiiiklmnp I &pijklmn &npij klm ~"f~ &mnpi ; kl 01 mnpiik + <t>k I mnpi j ~I-&jklmnpi (3.5) With (3.4) and (3.5) in mind, we see from (2.7), (3.1), (3.2) and ( The tensors <>,,■ and eiik appearing in (3.6) are the Kronecker delta and the alternating tensor respectively. The tensors 6iikim , <j>iikimnP and riikimnmr are defined above.
